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My Natural
Cleaning
Story
PL

In 2008, Dustin and I made a decision to
change our eating habits.

E

Our goal was to eat less processed food and
enjoy more “real food,” a word that I learned
from reading Michael Pollan’s books. This
goal took us down many different roads:
veganism, vegetarianism, and finally the
discovery of something called pastured bacon
(hallelujah!!). To be fully honest, at the time
I thought our decision was one that would
simply change our meals, nothing more.
I never thought for one single second that
our decision to eat real food (the stuff that
actually comes from the ground or an animal,
not altered substances) would change the
1
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way we clean, what we use on our skin, and
even the way we do laundry.
Oh how I was wrong!
That one decision resulted in a total lifestyle
change for our young family.
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Today, our lifestyle
is radically different
than it was back in
2008. Our family
is larger and noisier
(hey kiddos!), our
food is made with
real
ingredients,
and we are more
informed about the
products we buy
and/or make.
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After a couple of years of eating real food, I began to question not only
the products we called “food,” but also the products being used on our skin
and in our home. This questioning led to a quest to “green” our products.
Soon I found myself making friends with castile soap and spray bottles,
learning how to use vinegar for more than just salad dressing, and loving
the simplicity and cleaning power of baking soda and hydrogen peroxide.

This book has been created to offer you a resource that I wish I had back
in 2008, a simple guide to teach you how to make cleaners at home with
simple ingredients you can actually pronounce and even feel safe using
around your family.

2
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No matter where you’re at on your natural living journey, I’m confident
the recipes, tips, and tricks shared within in this book will change the way
you approach cleaning.

How to Use this Book
Can real people actually make effective cleaning products at home? Don’t
you need a special lab with special tools to create cleaning products?
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Not only do I believe real people, you and
me, can make effective cleaning products
at home, I also believe making homemade
products can be fun and easy. This book
is designed to confidently add the phrase
“homemade cleaning products” to your
everyday vocabulary. Not only do I want
to help you grow into a confident DIYer, I
also want to help you foster a love for this way of life.

E

I believe the best way to learn a new skill is to arm yourself with knowledge
and then practically apply this knowledge to real life. This book is divided
into three major sections to help you do just that: DIY Cleaning Basics, Create
a Natural Cleaning Action Plan, and Do-It-Yourself Cleaning Recipes.
In the DIY Cleaning Basics section, we’ll discuss why you should consider
making
homemade
cleaning
products, what you should make
at home, and how you’ll get the
job of making homemade cleaning
products accomplished (AKA: the
materials and tools you’ll need).
Once we’ve covered the basics, I know
you’ll be eager to get started with
making your own products. Trust
3
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me, the DIY spirit is contagious,
but I want this lifestyle change to
be a lasting one, not one that leads
to burnout. Before getting started
with the recipe section of the book,
I want to help you create an action
plan for making and/or buying
natural products. I’ll teach you how
to strategically take a look at what
you’re currently purchasing and
using to clean your home and then, based on this knowledge, help you
create an action plan for which homemade products you should tackle first.
This plan will help you tackle DIY cleaning in a very practical, hands-on
way without feeling overwhelmed.
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The first two chapters of this book are designed to help you understand the
basics of homemade cleaning ingredients and tools, as well as offer strategic
help for determining how to get started with natural cleaning, without
feeling overwhelmed. While these chapters
are designed to support you in the transition
from toxic cleaners to natural cleaners, they
are not essential reading if you already have
experience with natural ingredients. This is
one of the few books where it’s okay to jump
around, skip over pages if desired, and pick
and choose what you read. You have my
permission.
The final section of this book is designed to
equip you with basic recipes to help you
clean your home. Some of these recipes can
also be found on the blog, so they’ve been
tested by countless readers over time and
perfected due to their valuable feedback.
4
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CHAPTER 1:
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DIY Natural
Cleaning
Basics
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The Why:

Why You Should Take a Closer Look at
Your Cleaning Products

As a child, I grew to believe that
the only way to tell if something
was clean, from my hands to our
home kitchen, was by observing
a particular scent--a fresh, clean
scent. I carried this idea of what
clean should smell like into my
teen years (although I didn’t care
much for cleaning at that time),
my college years, and later into
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I’m a child of the ‘80s and early ‘90s, which means I have many memories
of Friday night Full House Marathons, microwavable TV dinners, overalls
and tie-dyed shirts, and Mr. Clean. The time period was one of big hair and
lots of processed products, from food to cleaning products. It was an age of
embracing convenience.

my marriage and first home.
Because I believed clean was symbolic with a “clean scent,” I spent a lot of
money each month purchasing specialty cleaners, carefully selected for their
fresh scents and enticing claims. I never once thought about the products
inside, what they were made of, or even how they may have been affecting
our health.
6
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As you know, all that changed a few years into our real food journey. As
I began to question the processed food products that I grew up believing to
be real, I also began to question the products that I was using on my skin
and in our home.
Air freshener was one product I used regularly in our home to clean the air
and achieve that clean scent I so desired. According to an article written in
2007 by National Research Defense Council, “The federal government does
not currently test air fresheners for safety or require manufacturers to meet
any specific safety standards.” Okay, well that’s a bit alarming.
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The Defense Council tested fourteen brands of air fresheners and found that
twelve of the products contained phthalates, a man-made chemical that can
be represented in various forms, used in plastics and fragranced cleaning
and cosmetic products. Some forms are believed to disrupt hormones and
be carcinogenic1. As we know from
our science studies in school, hormones
travel throughout the body and take
care of complex activities like growth,
metabolism, and fertility2. Phthalates
have also been linked to asthma
(among other conditions3), a condition
Dustin struggled with at the time. The
air freshener had to go!
Just like everything these days, you’ll
also find researchers who would like
to put our minds at ease and tell us
that phthalates are completely safe.
According to the FDA, “It’s not clear
what effect, if any, phthalates have on
human health4.” Personally, I’d rather
not take a chance when it comes to my
family’s health (and our hormones).
7
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The What:
What to Make Versus Buy

Now that we’ve discussed why we need to take a more active role in
choosing the products we use to clean our homes versus trusting a company
product on a store shelf to be “safe,” let’s start creating an action plan for
choosing and even making safer cleaning products we can feel good about!
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Now, because this book is called
DIY Natural Cleaning Challenge,
you may be thinking that I’m
about to challenge you to make
EVERY cleaning product at home,
on top of making homemade meals,
conquering the car line daily (or
schooling your kids), staying on
top of laundry (after all, laundry
soap is just one part of this grand
activity called laundry), and actually making it to bed at a decent hour
each night.
Friend, let me assure you, I’m not about to ask you to make every cleaner
at home. Trust me, I know from experience that trying to do it all can lead
to natural living burnout!
My goal in writing this book, and sharing the recipes within, is to convince
you that natural cleaning is doable, incredibly simple, and practical for any
lifestyle. This means you can make every cleaning product in your cleaning
caddy from scratch, in your own home, or purchase a large majority of
cleaning products from the store and only supplement with a few do-it8
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The How:

How to Build a Natural Cleaning
Toolkit: Common Ingredients
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In the next chapter, I’ll help you create an action plan for choosing which
products you should focus on making at home or purchasing ready-made,
which will help you narrow down which recipes you’ll want to start making,
first, in this book. Your action plan may change with the seasons of your
life and as your do-it-yourself confidence grows. I believe just knowing that
you can make something at home is empowering, so don’t feel bad if you
can’t make everything right this very minute. A natural lifestyle is about
making small changes over a long period of time.
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Before we start focusing on the action plan and then the recipes that will
guide you in making natural cleaning products, let’s focus on how to clean
a home.

E

If you plan to make multiple DIY products, whether you choose to make two
cleaning products or ten, it’s important to start building an ingredient toolkit.
It may seem like you’ll need a bunch of fancy products and a chemistry
degree to formulate cleaners in your own home, but that’s simply not the
case. Most of the ingredients used to make homemade products are basic
ingredients which you may already use in your home, like vinegar, baking
soda, fresh citrus, and even salt.
All of the ingredients on this list can be found at local grocery stores, “drug”
stores, home stores (like Target), Amazon, Whole Foods, or local health food
stores.
9
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Baking Soda:
Baking soda, also known as
sodium bicarbonate, is a naturally
occurring substance. Baking soda
is used in natural cleaners to fight
against dirt, grease, and odors. I
prefer cooking with Bob’s Red Mill
brand, but for cleaning, I stick with
the big bag of Arm & Hammer.
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Super Washing Soda:
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Washing soda, also known as sodium carbonate and sold under the Arm
& Hammer brand name, is highly alkaline which makes it a great cleaner.
The high alkaline level allows
washing soda to act as a solvent.
Washing soda can also be used to
fight against hard water, since the
soda binds to the minerals, which
in turn can boost laundry soap’s
effectiveness. Washing soda can
be found in the laundry section
of most grocery stores, or you can
make it at home using baking soda
and an oven (page 186).
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DIY Natural Cleaning

Checklist

Common Cleaning
Tools:

ааbaking soda
ааwashing soda
ааwhite vinegar
ааliquid castile soap
ааbar castile soap
ааSal Suds
ааfresh citrus
ааessential oils
ааborax
ааhydrogen peroxide
ааalcohol (vodka and/or
rubbing alcohol)
ааkosher or sea salt
ааolive oil
ааcitric acid*
ааbeeswax*
ааvegetable glycerin*
ааspices: lavender, cinnamon
sticks, cloves*
ааwitch hazel*
ааaloe vera gel*
ааcorn starch*

ааscrub brushes
ааcotton towels
ааmicrofiber cloths
ааspray bottles
ааstorage containers
ааsponges
ааdusting wand
ааbroom and dustpan
ааlabels
ааgloves
ааtoilet bowl brush
ааvacuum
ааmop and bucket or swiffer
ааfunnel
ааcleaning caddy or box
ааmeasuring cups and spoons
ааmixing bowl or bucket (for
mixing ingredients)
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Common Cleaning
Ingredients:

* Special ingredients used in this book.
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The
Kitchen
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In this Section:
Dish Soap: A thick and concentrated grease-fighting dish soap.
Simple Dish Soap: Don’t have time to heat water and dissolve ingredients? This simple dish soap can be made in
just seconds.
Powder Dishwasher Soap: If you’re looking for a homemade dishwasher soap, this is recipe is your answer. After
much testing, this soap works awesome for some users, and for others it leaves behind water spots. A dishwasher
soap’s effectiveness is usually determined by your water (hard or soft).
Dishwasher Cleaner: Soap build-up in the dishwasher can cause film on dishes. When your dishwasher needs a
good cleaning, use this recipe.
Granite Cleaner: Acid ingredients shouldn’t be used on granite. This granite cleaner uses rubbing alcohol and a
small amount of castile soap to clean granite counter-tops.

SA

Simple Lemon Surface Scrub: A two-ingredient scrub that will leave your sink sparkling clean.
Sink Scouring Powder: Does your sink need more of a deep clean? Try this multi-purpose powder.
Liquid Hand Soap: This soap is gentle on hands, but tough on dirt.
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Foaming Hand Soap: Foaming hand soap is super easy to make at home. You’ll just need a foaming soap dispenser
and my Liquid Hand Soap recipe.
Produce Wash: Clean your fresh produce with this simple produce wash.
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Anti-Odor Fridge Deodorizer: If your fridge suddenly smells of last week’s lasagna (oops!), add this deodorizer to
the fridge (and toss the lasagna). This deodorizer is best used as an odor preventative.
Vinegar All-Purpose Spray: Clean some counter-tops, inside the fridge and freezer, cutting boards, cabinets, and the
sink with this multi-purpose spray cleaner.
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Castile Soap All-Purpose Spray: Clean some counter-tops, inside the fridge and freezer, cutting boards, cabinets, and
the sink with this multi-purpose spray cleaner.
Surface Disinfectant Spray: Use this spray system after handling and cutting meat or after a sickness. This method
was developed in the ‘90s by Susan Sumner a food scientist at Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Granite Disinfectant Spray: An occasional disinfectant spray specifically formulated for granite.
Dirty Oven Scrub: The power of baking soda, soap, and then vinegar are used to clean the oven and abolish
grease.
Microwave Cleaner: This cleaner deodorizes and cleans the interior of the microwave.
Garbage Disposal Pods: These pods use vinegar and lemons to clean and deodorize the garbage disposal.

Reusable Cleaning Wipes: Let’s say “no” to store-bought wipes and make our own instead, okay?! Use these wipes
to wipe down cabinets, the sink, and some counter-tops (not granite or marble).

13
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GARBAGE DISPOSAL
PODS

To Use

• Ingredients •
•• white vinegar or Citrus-Infused Vinegar
(page 176)
•• 2-3 lemons, peels chopped
•• ice cube tray

SA

• To Make •

• Money-Saving Tip •

If your garbage
disposal is
greasy or really
stinks, sprinkle
a bit of baking
soda in the
garbage disposal
first, let it rest for
5 minutes, then
run cold water,
and follow-up
with 1 pod.
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1. Place the chopped lemon peels in each
ice cube compartment. Pour the vinegar
mixture over the lemon peels.
2. Freeze the ice cube tray, filled with
solution. Once frozen, remove the pods
from the ice cube tray and store them in a
freezer-safe bag or container.

Turn on the
water in the
sink. Add 1 pod
to the garbage
disposal, then
turn on the
disposal. Let the
garbage disposal
run for a minute.

Use leftover lemon peels, which you can collect
in the freezer until you have enough to make
these pods.

Storage
Store indefinitely.
Makes 1
application.
15
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First Edition License Notes
This eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. It may not be resold or
given away. If you would like to share this book with another person, please
purchase an additional copy for each recipient. Thank you for respecting the
author’s hard work.
Disclaimer and Copyright Information
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I am not a trained chemist or certified cleaning specialist. The recipes shared in
this book haven’t been tested in a lab. The information about product performance
or essential oils hasn’t been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
information is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Please
consult a cleaning specialist for specific concerns about any cleaning products or
surfaces. Use your discretion when making homemade products. The recipes and
information provided in this book are based on my personal experience using these
recipes in my home.
No part of this book may be republished, reproduced, copied, or shared in any form
without prior written consent of the author.
An eBook is meant to be the sole property of the purchaser. You may share portions
of it with a friend, but forwarding the entire book or copying portions of it to a
blog or website without permission is a violation of copyright. If you would like to
purchase additional copies, please visit www.livesimply.me
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